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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method for fabricating a dual gate structure, comprising 
providing a semiconductor substrate having a ?rst device 
area and a second device area covered by a gate oxide layer 
and a polysilicon layer, forming a ?rst hard mask over the 
polysilicon layer, said ?rst hard mask being a material that 
is resistant to a ?rst etching, but susceptible to a second 
etching forming a second hard mask over the ?rst hard mask 
and the polysilicon layer, said second hard mask being a 
material that is resistant to a second etching, but susceptible 
to a ?rst etching, patterning and etching said second hard 
mask With a ?rst etch to form a gate pattern on a ?rst device 
area, and patterning and etching said ?rst hard mask With a 
second etch to transfer gate patterns on the ?rst and second 
device areas. 
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DUAL MASK PROCESS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR 
DEVICES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to the manufacture of inte 
grated circuit devices on a semiconductor substrate. In 
particular, the present invention relates to a fabrication 
process for making a logic device With embedded memory 
Where the memory and logic FETs require only one addi 
tional DUV mask to create separate hard masks for the gate 
in DRAM arrays, DRAM support, and logic devices. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] With the advent of Large Scale Integration (LSI), 
many integrated circuit designs include several circuit func 
tions on a single semiconductor substrate. Modern semicon 
ductor devices usually require different circuit functions on 
a single chip, such as memory storage and logic functions 
for addressing and accessing the memory. The semiconduc 
tor industry continually is striving to enhance device per 
formance, While still maintaining, or preferably reducing, 
manufacturing costs of these devices. An approach taken by 
the industry to accomplish both reduced cost and increased 
performance has been the integration of logic devices and 
memory devices on the same semiconductor substrate. 
Logic circuit and a DRAM cell region formed on the same 
substrate de?ne an embedded DRAM. The integration of 
memory and logic improves performance by decreasing 
communication delays betWeen memory devices on one chip 
and logic devices located on a second chip. In addition, 
processing costs for integrating memory and logic devices 
on the same semiconductor substrate potentially could be 
reduced due to the sharing of speci?c processing steps used 
to fabricate both types of devices. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The fabrication of embedded DRAM in planar 
MOSFET cells has involved employing a bordered contact 
etch process for the DRAM array area of the substrate. This 
can be attributed to the lack of a cap nitride layer for the a 
borderless contact etch procedure. Accordingly, reduction in 
cell siZe in the array area of e-DRAM has been precluded 
from approaching the cell siZe of stand alone DRAM With 
comparable minimum ground rules for fabrication. HoW 
ever, according to the present invention, by utiliZing a dual 
hard mask approach including a ?rst mask (such as a 
tetraethoXysilane (TEOS) layer) of a material resistant to a 
?rst etch but removable by a second etch, and a second mask 
(such as a silicon nitride layer) over the ?rst mask, of a 
material that is resistant to a second etch but removable by 
a ?rst etch, only one additional DUV photolithographic 
mask is required to create separate hard masks for gate 
structures in DRAM arrays, DRAM support, and logic 
devices. The nitride layer on top of a polysilicon layer over 
the gate oXide areas in the arrays serves as an etch stop for 
the subsequent self-aligned contact etch process, thus 
enabling further cell siZe reduction in the array area of the 
embedded DRAM. By patterning gate structure on array 
devices and logic devices using a nitride/TEOS bilayer hard 
mask on the array devices and a TEOS layer hard mask on 
the logic devices alloWs the formation of borderless contacts 
in the array area While maintaining tight control of the 
polysilicon gate dimensions in the logic area. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] For further understanding of the present invention, 
reference should be made to the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments taken in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWings in Which like elements have 
been designated With like reference numerals, and Wherein: 

[0005] FIGS. 1 through 7 represent schematic cross 
sectional vieWs illustrating processing steps according to an 
embodiment of a preferred method of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0006] Referring to FIG. 1, a silicon semiconductor sub 
strate 1 is shoWn, having a ?rst device area 22 (e. g., memory 
area or DRAM area) and a second device area 24 (e.g., logic 
area). First device area 22 includes a thick gate oXide layer 
2 disposed upon substrate 1 and covered by a pre-doped or 
intrinsic polysilicon layer 26. Second device area 24 
includes a thin gate oXide layer 3 disposed upon substrate 1 
and covered by a polysilicon layer 28, Which can be intrinsic 
or doped With the same dopant concentration as polysilicon 
layer 26 or differently from polysilicon layer 26. In the 
eXample shoWn, the ?rst device area 22 lies adjacent the 
second device area 24, both disposed upon a silicon semi 
conductor substrate 1. It is not necessary that the structures 
abut one another. In the process disclosed herein, a plurality 
of gates Will be etched from these gate material structures to 
form the gates of semiconductor devices, such as CMOS 
transistors or the like. The ?rst device area 22 may typically 
comprise a doped polysilicon material 26, While the second 
device area 24 may typically be formed of intrinsic 
(undoped) polysilicon 28. The actual choice of materials Will 
be dependent upon the device and purpose for Which the 
gates are formed. For eXample, in dynamic random access 
memory (DRAM) applications, thick gate oXide gates are 
commonly used for ?eld effect transistors in memory 
devices because of high gate voltages associated With access 
transistors, While thin gate oXides are commonly used for the 
transistors in the associated logic devices for faster perfor 
mance. 

[0007] Referring to FIG. 2, there is shoWn the dual hard 
mask of the process Wherein a silicon oXide material layer, 
such as of tetraethoXysilane (TEOS) or equivalent, may be 
deposited as a ?rst hard mask 4 upon the device areas 22 and 
24, folloWed by a second hard mask 5 comprising a silicon 
nitride material layer or equivalent. By utiliZing a dual-layer 
hard mask, polysilicon gates in area 22 may be formed With 
both masks, While polysilicon gates in area 24 are formed 
using only the ?rst mask. With this dual mask approach, only 
one additional photolithographic mask is required to create 
each of the gates needed for any application. For eXample, 
all the gates required for the arrays, support, and logic 
devices of a DRAM can be fabricated With these tWo hard 
masks and one additional DUV mask. Further, as Will be 
seen beloW, the second mask Will serve as an etch stop for 
the contact etch. Note, also, that the ?rst hard mask Will be 
chosen to be susceptible to a second etching process, yet 
resistant to a ?rst etching process. Conversely, the second 
hard mask Will be chosen to be susceptible to the ?rst 
etching process, but resistant to the second etching process. 
Hence, oXides and nitrides are useful as ?rst and second hard 
mask materials because of their differing susceptibilities to 
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etching. Note, also, that the oxide and nitride materials 
disclosed herein may be reversed, that is to say that the ?rst 
hard mask 4 may be made of a silicon nitride and the second 
mask 5 made of a silicon oXide, so long as the other oXide 
and nitride materials disclosed beloW With respect to sub 
sequent steps are also reversed. 

[0008] Referring to FIG. 3, a layer of photoresist 6 is 
patterned using the ?rst DUV lithographic mask upon the 
second hard mask 5 and the eXposed surface is etched With 
an etching process (the ?rst etch process) that selectively 
removes and penetrates the second hard mask 5, but sub 
stantially stops at the ?rst hard mask 4. The material of the 
?rst hard mask 4 is chosen to act as a stop to the etch. The 
result of the etch is to leave a gate pattern 30 upon the second 
hard mask 5 in the ?rst device area 22. 

[0009] Referring to FIG. 4, a second layer of photoresist 
7 is applied and patterned using the second DUV litho 
graphic mask over second device area 24 only. Another etch 
(the second etch process) is executed upon the ?rst hard 
mask layer 4 in the ?rst device area 22 using hard mask 5 as 
an etch mask and in the second device area 24 using 
photoresist 7 as an etch mask. The result of the second etch 
is to leave a gate pattern 30 in ?rst device area 22 and a gate 
pattern 32 in second device area 24 both upon the ?rst hard 
mask 4. Photoresist layer 7 is then removed. 

[0010] Referring to FIG. 5, an etch is executed to transfer 
gate pattern 30 through the nitride/TEOS bilayer hard mask 
and gate pattern 32 through the ?rst hard mask 4 to the thick 
gate oXide device area 22 and the thin gate oXide device area 
24, respectively, thereby forming a plurality of individual 
gates 20. The sideWalls of the gates 20 are oXidiZed and 
provided With spacers 8. 

[0011] Referring to FIG. 6, the source/drain regions 9 are 
implanted With dopants to form doped regions 10a and 10b. 
Dopants Will typically be either arsenic, boron, boron dif 
luoride or phosphorous, depending upon the ?nal device 
desired. A blocking lithography layer, in the nature of a 
pattern, is laid doWn to block silicide formation Where none 
is desired. Silicide 17 is then formed on the structures to 
reduce electrical resistance. Typically, silicide Will be 
avoided Where it could short out to a buried strap or cause 
similar problems. In the draWings, as an eXample, the 
silicide 17 is shoWn being used for the thin gate 24 devices, 
but not for the thick gate 22 devices. Notice that the blocking 
lithography may also be used to alloW removal of any 
residual ?rst hard mask material 4 that may be blocking a 
gate 20 Where silicide 17 is desired, as is shoWn With respect 
to the thin gate area 24 device. Generally, the silicide 17 Will 
be either a titanium silicide or a cobalt silicide and is 
typically formed by depositing titanium or cobalt on the 
desired regions and raising the temperature high enough to 
cause the titanium or cobalt to bond With the silicon in the 
substrate. 

[0012] After doping, and any desired silicide formation, a 
barrier layer 16 of the second hard mask material is laid 
doWn to act as an etch stop, folloWed by a complete 
blanketing in an insulator 11, such as borophosphosilicate 
glass (BPSG) or an equivalent thereof. The insulator layer 11 
may also optionally be covered With a protective cover layer 
12 of the ?rst hard mask material. If a protective cover layer 
12 is opted for, then the ?rst hard mask material Will 
generally be selected to be a silicon oXide rather than a 
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silicon nitride, because a blanket of a silicon nitride Would 
create greater capacitance betWeen devices, particularly in 
applications Where the devices are packed closely together. 
It may be desirable to polish doWn the insulator layer 11 
before deposition of the cover layer 12. 

[0013] Referring to FIG. 7, bordered 13 and borderless 
contacts 14 are formed in tWo separate contact etch opera 
tions so as to gain access to the gates 20 in the thin gate 
oXide device area 24 and source/drains 9 as desired. The etch 
Will typically be a reactive ion etch (RIE) or any other etch 
process that tends to be directional. Notice hoW the second 
hard mask 5, and the barrier layers 16 all act to self-align the 
RIE process by blocking lateral etching and vertical etching, 
thereby protecting the gates 20 in the thick gate oXide device 
area 22 from contacting borderless contacts 14. This alloWs 
a high density of device structures. Because of the self 
aligning nature of the contact etch, it is possible to make 
smaller and more detailed structures and devices at greater 
density. 
[0014] Conductive materials 15 are then implanted into 
the contact etch channels 13, 14 to provide electrical com 
munication to the gates 20 and source/drains 9. Typically, 
such conductors are usually tungsten or doped polysilicon. 

[0015] While preferred embodiments have been shoWn 
and described, various modi?cations and substitutions may 
be made thereto Without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention. Accordingly, it is to be understood that the 
present invention has been described by Way of illustration 
only, and such illustrations and embodiments as have been 
disclosed herein are not to be construed as limiting to the 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for fabricating a dual gate structure, com 

prising; 
providing a semiconductor substrate having a ?rst device 

area and a second device area covered by a gate oXide 
layer and a polysilicon layer; 

forming a ?rst hard mask over the polysilicon layer, said 
?rst hard mask being a material that is resistant to a ?rst 
etching, but susceptible to a second etching; 

forming a second hard mask over the ?rst hard mask and 
the polysilicon layer, said second hard mask being a 
material that is resistant to a second etching, but 
susceptible to a ?rst etching; 

patterning and etching said second hard mask With a ?rst 
etch to form a gate pattern on a ?rst device area; and 

patterning and etching said ?rst hard mask With a second 
etch to transfer gate patterns on a second device area 
and the ?rst device area. 

2. The method of claim 1 comprising removing eXposed 
portions of the polysilicon layer With a third etch to form 
gate structures on the ?rst device area and the second device 
area. 

3. The method of claim 2 comprising oXidiZing and 
forming spacers o sideWalls of said gate structures. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein the ?rst hard mask 
comprises a silicon oXide material. 

5. The method of claim 4 Wherein the ?rst hard mask 
material comprises TEOS. 
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6. The method of claim 1 wherein the second hard mask 
comprises a nitride material. 

7. The method of claim 6 Wherein the second hard mask 
material comprises silicon nitride. 

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein the ?rst device area is 
a memory device area. 

9. The method of claim 1 Wherein the second device area 
is a logic area. 

10. A method for fabricating a dual gate structure, com 
prising; 

providing a semiconductor substrate having a memory 
device area and a logic device area covered by a gate 
oXide layer and a polysilicon layer; 

forming a ?rst silicon oXide hard mask over the polysili 
con layer, the ?rst hard mask being a material that is 
resistant to a ?rst etching, but susceptible to a second 
etching; 
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forming a second silicon nitride hard mask over the ?rst 
hard mask and the polysilicon layer, the second hard 
mask being a material that is resistant to a second 
etching, but susceptible to a ?rst etching; 

patterning and etching said second hard mask With a ?rst 
etch to form a gate pattern on the memory device area; 
and 

patterning and etching said ?rst hard mask With a second 
etch to transfer gate patterns on the logic device area 
and the memory device area; 

removing exposed portions of the polysilicon layer With a 
third etch to form gate structures on the memory device 
area and the logic device area; and, 

oXidiZing and forming spacers on sideWalls of said gate 
structures. 


